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ABSTRACT
In two preceding papers (Wu and Lee, 1979; Lee et al.,
1980) an effective loss-cone distribution function is used in the
stability analysis relevant to the theory of auroral kilometric
radiation. Furthermore, in these discussions it is assumed that
the population of low-energy background electrons prevails over
that of the energetic electrons. Obviously,this assumption may
not be justifiable at high altitude. 	 The present work con-
siders a loss-cone distribution close to that observed and, more-
over, incluies the effect of a parallel electric field along the
auroral magnetic field lines. It is found that this effect tends
to enhance the growth rate. We have also removed the assumption
concerning the high population of background electrons. We find
that at high altitudes, where the density of energetic electrons
may dominate and the usual cold-electron dispersion relation is
invalid, the cutoff frequency of the g mode can be significantly
affected by the energetic electrons and thereby the growth :ate
is indirectly altered. In the present discussion, the emission
of the auroral kilometric radiation is studied over a range of alti-
tudes. Nt have considered three density models and two electric
field model3. Temporal growth rates and e-folding distances of
spatial amplification are computed and discussed.
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I. OTRODUCTION
In two preceding article* (Wu and Lee, 1979; Lee at al., 1980) a
theory of the auroral kilometric radiation (AIM) is proposed. The basic
physical notion is that only a fraction of the energet'.c (k eV) electrons
originated in the plasma sheet can precipitate in the auroral region be-
cause those with pitch angles greater than the atmospheric loss-cone angle
are expe_ted to be reflected by the convergent magnetic field before they
can reach the upper atriosphere. These reflected electrons are expected
to possess a loss-cone distribution function which can result in the
amplification of electromagnetic waves with frequency very near the elec-
tron gyro-frequency when the electron plasma frequency is sufficiently
lower than the gyro-frequency (Wu and Lee, 1979). The emission mechanism
is basically a cycictron maser process.
In addition to the hypothes - at the apgoing keV electrons can
possess a loss-cone distribution,Wu and Lee (1979) also suggested that
the parallel electric field of invertea-V events (Gurnett, 1972; Mizera
and Fennell, 1977; Croley at al., 1978; Mozer at al., 1977; Wescott et al.,
1976) can deplete the low-energy electrons of ionospheric origin in the
auroral flux tube, thereby reducing the local value of the electron plasma
frequency. This process can increase the growth rate of the instability
and, moreover, rest/ t in temporary wave trapping inside the source region.
Evidently both consequences are important to the emission process of AKR.
Since the publication of the first article by Wu and Lee (1979), we
have been encouraged by tae facts that the S3-3 observations confirm our
loss-cone hypothesis (private communications with Mizera, Fennell and-
Croley) and the ISIS-1 results clearly show that the predicted density
depletion in the AKR source region is real (Beason and Calvert, 1979;
Benson, Calvert and Klumpar, 1980; Calvert. 1981). Furthermore,
1
observations by Bawkeys (Gurnatt and Green; 1978), by Voyager 1
(Kaiser at al., 1978) and by ISIS-1 (Benson and Calvert, 1979) all soom
to indicate that the polarization of AAl is in the fast extraordinary mode
(or R mods),which is consisteat with our theory. Our analysis show that
although the amplification of the ordinary mode (or 0 mode) is possible,
the process is much'lass effective than that for the X mode. Of course,
it should be mentioned that the I mode polarization has also been pro-
dictad by other theories (Melrome, 1976; Grabbe, 1980). Physically it
can be easily understood frcm linearized Vlasov theory why the growth rata
associated with the Z mode is larger than that of the 0 mode. Furthermore,
the R mode waves with frequencies close to the cyclotron frequency may
have group velocitim much smaller than the speed of light, a feature
different from that of 0 mode. Consequently, the spatial amplification
of the X made is more off active than the 0 soda, even if both have the same
temporal growth rates.
A shortcoming of the preceding works (Wu and Lae, 1979; Lae at al.,
1980) was pointed out by flu (1980). In order to demonstrate that
an electromagnetic cyclotron instability car exist we hive considered an
affective loss-cone distribution which varies with v 1 according to the
following functional form
2 1
	
2
	
F 'L vZ exp - v
2 	
(1)
a	 a
Expression (1) is frequently considered in plasma physics to investigate
stability problems concerning charged particles confined in a magnetic
mirror. The index 4.(£ 4 1) measures the steepness of the gradient
Wavl of an effective loss-cone distribution. Such a distribution
2
is, however, significantly different from observed magnstospheric loss-
cone distributions which are discussed in Section II. The question which
arises naturally is whether the two types of distribution functions can
lead to qualitatively different conclusions (within the context of linear 	 i
stability aaelyses). Furthermore, the realistic loss -cone distribution
can be significantly modified when there is a parallel electric field
below or at the site of observation. The electric field tends to broaden
the loss-coma near vN 0 &ad therefore con affect the calculation of
the temporal growth rate.
Auot:er generalization of the preceding works is desirable. That is,
previously we have assumed that the density of the backscatterad electrons
is much higher than that of the koV electrons. This assumption enables
us to calculate the dispersion relation by ignoring the energetic electrons,
which only contribute to the amplification of the radiation. However, at
high altitudes ( l 1 Ftg) few backscatterad electrons (except those that can
attain energies in the kaV range) can reach that height without being
reflected by the decreasing alectrosratic potential associated with the
parallel electric field. (Here we have implicitly postulated that the
potential drop below the altitude of one RE is of the order of one kilo-
volt or more.) If this conjecture is true, the assumption that the density
of the backscattered elef.tronsis high must be relaxed. In this case both
the dispersion relation and the stability of the radiation are determined
by the energetic electrons. Hence, the stability analysis becomes more
complicated than that presented by Lee at al. (1980).
In view of the aforementioned considerations,& series of investigations
have been carried out. The purpose of this paper is to discuss these studies
and to present the relevant results. Tito organization of the paper is
described as follows. In v ec. II we discuss the physical model on which
3
the stability analysis is carried
theorl is reported in Suc. TII.
and discussion.
11. PHYSICAL M01JEL
it is appropriate to first discuss the physical model to be con-
widered before analysing the stability problem. There are severs.: basic
considerat:.ons which are discussed sepax:tely as follows.
A.
 Model Distribution F_:nction Based on Spacecraft Observations
:he most applicable ubservational results available now are those
acquired with the S3-3 satellite, which has been operative in the apparent
source region of MM. Particle distribution functions are measured by the
S3
-3 spacecraft in the auroral acceleration region at various altitudes
below about 8,000 kilometers (Mizera and Fennell, 1977; Croley It al.,
1978; Fennel and Gorney, 1980). Because the in situ measurements of the
auroral electron distribution functions provide valuable information which
can be the basis of our theoretical model, a brief discussion of the ob-
setvationrl results is not only relevant but also pertinent.
Figure 1 shows typical inverted-V signatures as observed by S3-3.
This particle-wave s;ect.rogram from Day 237, 1976 shows electron and ion
differential energy flux from 0.2 - 30 keV and .09 - 3.9 keV,respectively.
Also shown in the upper panel is the AC electric field amplitude (Mozer
at al., 1977) with frequencies of .03 - 100 KRz. (Note that S3-3 is act
capable of making in situ observations of AKR because the high-frequency
cutoff of the AC electric field detector lies below the local electron
gyrofrequenc- everywhere along the spacecraft trajectory.) In this example
the spacecraft encounters m!averal inverted-V structures between 69.8 •
 and
74.5 •
 invariant latitude. Electron acceleration to several kilovolts and
ion acceleration to 1 - 3 keV are observed throughout this region.
5
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For the purpose of illustration we present a distribution function
which was -ieasured at 17473 seconds UT(Fig. 21.) The + v M
 axis corre-
sponds to downgoing electrons and the - v a axis to upcoming electrons
observed at the spacecraft. There are several interesting features. First,
overall the distribution function is fairly isotropic outside the loss-crone
region. Second, the loss-cone region for the upcoming electror; is parti-
ally filled. Third, the loss-cone distribution appears to be modified by a
parallel electric field. Fourth, apopulation of trapped electrons appears
to be in exis' ence. (The definition of trapped electrons may be found in the
article by Chiu and Schul-- (1978)].
sed on the observations, we consider in the subsequent discussion
a model distribution function of the following form
2
Fe = A e-rp C = a2
= 0
2 vn +
for v, -
	
b
2 °q+ @for v^
 - b
(2)
where A is a normalization constant, § and b are two positive numbers
which are determined by the potential difference and the mirror effect,
21elO1-0	 _Bm x
=
m
and b	 B - 1	 (3)
e
( 1 . and' Bmax are the electrostatic potential and magnetic field at the
mirror point, res?ectively). in the context of the inverted-V structure
itself, the quantity 01 - 0 represents the potential drop between the atmo-
sphere and the point of observation. This can be estimai;ed by measuring
the ion beam energy on the enhancement in the upcoming loss-cone angle
(see Mizera et al. , 1981). The step-function approximation is justifiable,
if the velocity spread at the loss-cone boundary is small in comparison
1
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Fig. 2.	 An Electron Velocity-Space Distribution Taken at 17473 Seconds
UT on Day 237, 1976. The Maxis corresponds to dovr%AoinS
particles and the -%p axis corresponds to upcoming particles.
Tl:- 1DD-km lose cone, corrected for parallel potential drop
beneath the point of ohservation, is shaded.
a
with the random velocity. If we req,
fd 
3 
v Fe 	1
^R 
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it can be shown that
^i	 \
A	 2a3 l 1 + bm ^ axp ate--- 1 	(y)
`	 m
At this point a couple of comments are appropriate.Obviously,
we have not _"eluded the trapped electrons. Of course, if the parallel
electric field only occurs belotr the site of observation, the trapping
process need not be considered anyway. The main reason is for simplicity.
Another feature which we have not taken into account in Eq. (2) is that
the downgoing electrons some time can form a beam. This priat Rhould
not pose any problem, because in our anAlysis waves are considered to
have a parallel component of the wave vector k pointing upward and
these waves can only resonate with the upgoing electrons. In short, the
functional form of the distribution with + v„ is unimportant for the
stability problem of interest to us. For the same reason, the feature
of a double loss-cone displayed by Eq. (2) should not concern us ever.
though we are interested in the real situation in which only the upgoing
electrons possass a loss-cone distribution.
B
. 
magnetic Field and Fleetron Density
The mcdel distribution function described by Eq. ( 2) does depend
upon the local value of b (h E B
racx 
/B - 1) . Thus a magnetic-field
model is needed, before we can proceed further. Figure 3 describes a
model considered in the presant stud y . The magnetic field atrength is
expressed in term, of the electron cyclotror, frequency, „ e (-I e1B/met)
which is plotted versus altitude. In the same figure several local loss-
zone angles are indicated for various altitudes. In this calculation
9
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we have considered Bmax = 0.4 Gauss.
roncerniaa t%e electron densities we consider three models. In the fol-
lowing we restrict our discussion to the altitudes ranging from 4000 km to
8000 km. Of course, doing this does not necessarily mean that we are assuming
that AKR cannot occur outside this region. In fact:,ISIS -1 observations in-
dicate clearly that generation of AKR can take place below 4000 km (Benson
and Calvert, 1979 , Zenon et al., 1980; Calvert, 1981). . .ever, the general
opinion is that the 4 x 103 - 8 x 10 3 km altitude range along the auroral field
lines probably marks the most active source region of AKR. In Table 1, the
three density models are described. in the same table we also list the values
of the local electron gyro-frequency and the corresponding ratios w2e^Qe
where w denotes the local electron plasma frequency. Iii Fig. 4 we plot
pe
the local values of St e and wPe as functions of the altitude. At a given
altitude, there are three values of 
Pe 
for different density models. We
note here that mpe is determined by the total electron density (i.e.,
ab + ae , ab and ne are the density of the backscattered electrons and
that of the energetic electrons, respectively).
C. Parallel Electric Field
The parallel electric V ald which exists in the auroral acceleration
region has been suggested and observed. However, the typical structure and
distribution of such a field or fields still represent a controversial subject.
A variety of possibilities have been suggested, as reviewed by Shawhan et al.
(1978). Later the subject was further discussed by Chiu and Schulz (1978),
Kan, et al. (1979), and many others from a theoretical point of view.
Recent observations (c.f. Fennell and Gorney, 1980) suggest that the
auroral potential drop can assume a variety of distributions in altitude.
We therefore have considered some simple models. Since our dsin interest
is to investigate how the presence of a parallel electric field affects the
generation of AK, ,we have chosen to limit our study, for the purpose of this
t
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Table 1. Density and Magnetic Field Models
:87DF1 ALTITWL
(km) f® ^)
"
2*
c^i 3 1
^^
(kBsl
W'
b s 
8^
1
s	 8
4,000 40 5 373 0.026 2.5
5.000 25 5 281 0.031 3.7
D1 6,000 20 5 216 0.`:33 5.1
7,000 15 5 170 0.056 6.8
8,000 10 5 135 0.066 8.7
4,000 30 5 373 0.020 2.5
5,000 15 5 281 0.020 3.7	 i
D2 6,000 10 I	 5 216 0.026 5.1
7.000 5 5 170 0.028 6.8
8,000 3 5 135 0.035 8.7
4,000 4C 5 373 0.003 2.5
	 I
5,000 20 5 281 0.005 3.7
D3 6,000 0 5 216 0.009 5.1
7,000 0 5 170 0.014 6.8
8.000 0 5 138 0.022 8.7
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Fig. 4a. Plot Showing the Modeled Dependence of the Electron Plasma
Frequency for the Altitude Range of Interest.
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Fig. 4b. Same as Fig. 4a, but Showing the Dependence of the Ratio of
the Squares of the Plasssa Frequency to the Electron
Gyrofrequency.
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paper, to two fairly extreme models. These two models are displayed in
Fig. 5 and numerical values are given in Table 2. The first model assumes
that the parallel electric field is distributed over a broad altitude range,
while the second model assumes a narrow potential structure with potential
drop only above 4000 km.
15
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Fig. S. Plot of the Two Potential Distribution Models used in the Wave
Growth Calculations. Model 1 depict* a fairly broad potential
distribution in altitude, while Model 2 contains a potential
drop confined to 3000 ks.
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Table 2. Models of the Parallel Electric Field and Auroral
-Electron
Energies
:MODEL ALTITUDE
(km)
t
-aT x 10'C cr 
x 102C
4,000 1.72 2.28
5,000 1.38 2.62
E1 6,000 1.17 2.83
7.000 1.05 2.95
8,000 0.97 3.03
4,000 4.0 0.0
5,000 2.0 2.0
E2 6,000 1.0 3.0
7,000 1.0 3.0
8,000 1.0 3.0
17
A.
I11. D"[SPERSION EQUATION
In order to study the amplification of the radiation we want to
investigate the dispersion equation which can be derived from linearized
Vlasov equations and is well known in the literature of plasma physics.
The general form of the dispersion equation is complicated if the plasma
is magnetized and the perturbatioa has mixed alectrc!tatic and electro-
magnetic polarization. Furthermore, 11 the wave frequency of interest
is close to the electron cyclotron frequency or its harmonics, the rela-
tivistic effect on the mass of the resonant electrons may be important,
even for keV electrons. In this case, the solution of the dispersion
equation is not easily ob l:ainable. The problem is sotcwhat simplified
when the low-energy background elertrons have a density dominant over
that of the energetic electroar,. In this case the real part of the wave
frequency is predetermined by the background electrons. Such an approxi-
mation has been considered by Lee at al. (1980), but it is not generally
valid, as discussed earlier. 'nevertheless, the approximate expressions
for growth rates given either by Wu and Let (1979) or by Lee et al.
(1980), contain a piece of very essential information. That i.:, the
resonant condition betvean the wave and electrons becomes qua'.itattv:41y
different when the relativistic effect is included. A discussion of
this point is not only relevant, but highly important. This is the
purpose of Subsection III. A.
Mathematically the relativistic effect also complicates the cal-
culation of the dielectric tensor. Usually, when the relativistic effect
is neglected, the integration with respect 	 to v
.L can be carried out
for a certain class of non-equilibrium (unperturbed) distribution
functions. The inclusion oc the relativistic effect makes the vi
19
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integration vary difficult, if cot impossible. 1 owever, one Lay adopt
an approach different from the conventional method of calculating the
dielectric tensor. This poin t is presented in Subnsczion TZ. B•
Finakly, the dispersion equation of interest to us is presented
in subsection ?11. G. The equation is expressed in terms of a number of
integrals in T (time) space. Eventually we have to use numerical method
to obtain the solution of this dispersion equation.
A.	 Resonance 'Condition
From Wu and Lie (1979) and Lee at al. (1980), we sea that a resonance
condition
2
W  - no ^l - I) - k, Iv, - 0
2c
plays an essential role in the detarrination of the temporal growth rate.
(Bare, the approximation of weakly relativistic electrons has been appli.ad.)
This condition can be rewritten as
2	 2
+ 	 N cos 812 - w2 N2cos 28 - 2 l^r - 1	 (6)
c	 a	 !	 S2	 aa
where cos 8 - k;/k ; N - k .c/wr la the index of refraction; w  denotes
the wave frequency and n o - ( eJB0/mac is the electron cyclotron fre-
quency. The resonant valocitias can be readily nlotted, as sham in Fig.
6. Clearly, the geometrical configuration is a circle which is centarad
at 41 - c(wr N cos em ) and has a radius R -f(wTN2coo 82/a - 2(wrAl 1)]^.
Evidently, the discussion is meaningful only when
(5)
2
mg2r N2
 coo 28 > 2
(
	 - 11.
Sr	 a
e ORIGONAL
OF POOR QUALITY
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Fig.	 Schematic Plot Showing the Shape of the Relativistic Resonant
Surfcce for the Extraordinary Mode. The radius of the
resonnnce circle is shown in the inset.
V„
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Clearly, for wr e , the circle does not enclose the origin. One can
easily envision that when N--oo and v 2 << c 2 tie resonant circle degene-
rates into a straight line
Gv^^k cos 8 = _ - 1)
	 (7)
which describes the usual Doppler effect and normal cyclotron resonance.
The pertinent point here is that when wr 9 , N cos 8<l and v/c < 1,
all terms in Eq. (6) may be of the same order of magnitude. In that case
the neglect of the relativistic effect in Eq. (5) is not justified.
Moreover, it is seen that the inclusion of the relativistic term
in the resonance condition tends to limit the resonant velocities to small vl or
2
w
vl < c	 2 N 2 cos 2 6- 2	 n r - 1Q e
whereas the usual resonance condition described by Eq. (7) is independent
of vl , meaning electrons with arbitrary vl can interact with the wave
as long as v, satisfies Eq. (7). Consequently, for a given unperturbed
distribution the two resonance conditions can lead to qualitatively different
results, similar in stability analyses. For instance, the former condition
leads to the conclusion that electromagnetic waves may be amplified if the
energetic electrons possess a loss-cone type distribution and the latter cannot
achieve this result. This point can be easily envisioned fm m the analysis
presented by Wu and Lee (1979).
We shall return to this point later when we discuss the numeri-
cal results to be presented in Sec. IV.
B. Method of Calculating the Dielectric Tensor E..
Since the dispersion equation can be writter in terms of the dielectric
tensor	 Fij(k, L)) , i.e.
22	
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(8)
2
det^^ (k ikj - 6 ij k2) + E ij (k, w) = 0
to obtain the expressions for the tensorial components of Qij appears
to be a crucial task. Hereafter we introduce the definition
b	 e
`ij = d ij + Qij + Qij
where the superscripts b and a denote respectively the contributions
from the background (or backscattered) electrons and the energetic electrons.
Because the background electrons are supposed to have low energies, Qij
may be written as
(9)
Qb 	 = Qb 	 =
S7
2
-	 wb e
roc w2- S2s`
b	 _
=
bbeke
2 -w(w2-Qe)
b
2
1%e-
Qzz
W
(10)
bb = Q 	 b	
Qb	
0
z zx Qyz	 zy
where "2= 4ne2nb /me . These expressions are well known in the liters-oe
ture and obtainable with the so-called "cold-plasma" approximation.
On the other hand, for the energetic electrons, Qi j can be ex-
pressed as
	
2 4	 cc
w	 ui'	
lQij = 2n 2 dull 1 du Y (^^i l u II aul) FeezezW	 0	 11	 1
	
2 +
f
^	 m
+ 27r 
wS  
du^^ 1 du t^W ^u + yII \u- 573 - u^^ aul / J Fe(u)W 	 i
	
-^+	 0
ao	 T (n)
X c	 i
n=-AG Yw - lu e - kiluil (11)
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where ila	^aBO/mecl ; 
Wa	
(41re2a /ma)^ is the plasma frequency of
the energetic electrons; F e is the unperturbed distribution function
of the energetic electrons; and the tensor T ( ) is given by
innan
2 2 J2
nk2 n	
- k-! ulJaJn 	 + kie u^^JaS
inil
T (n)	 + k 111JnJn	 uiJn2	 + iull u_JnJ , 	(12)
s
nee	 2	 2 2
+ kZ u11Ja	 -iulluiJaJn	 u11Ja
where J. - Jn (ksui /fda) .
In Eq. (11) for convenience we have used the momentum per unit
mass u = p/ma (me is the rest mass of an electron and p is the
electron momentum) instead of v , the electron velocity. Correspond-
ingly, we have Y - (1 + u 2/c2 ) it which is the relativistic factor. Since
we are merely interested in waves with w = n  , we need only to retain
n-+1 and 0 terms in Eq.(11). Moreover, because the auroral electrons
have energies about several keV, it can be shown that the argument of
the Bessel function J +1 is smaller than unity. Thus we may use
the following approximate expressions'
2
T^1) - T(+1) - 4 l
Yy
2 2
+1)T ( k^u. 2-	 u 
11Z Z
4 1
4ay yx
(+1)	 k =u'	 (+1)
Txy	 . + 4n u_u ll - Tzxe
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•
	
4 	 "44 - - Tsyl)
Bec^use the mean electron energy is low, the relativistic effect is
expected to be weak. It is apparent that only the effect appears in
the denominator; Yw - go - k ilu ll . 
This is important, because the pole
YW-go-k1i'll-0
determines the resonance between the wave and electrons, as discussed
earlier. Physically, this condition controls the amplification or absor-
ption of the radiation which concern; us.
To proceed with our discussion, we remark two points. First, be-
cause we are concerned vith the fast extraordinary-mode waves which
have indices of refraction smaller than unity, we see chat the anomalous
cyclotron resonance Yw + go - k ljull - 0 is impossible. Thus the u-
integral which appears in the expression for Qij , associated with
n--1, 0 , may be again discussed in the "cold-electron" limit. Second,
the term associated with a - 1
	
can be studied by First writing (Tsai
at al., 1981)
1- 
1 j dt exp [i(yw - g - ki,u,,)t]Yw -	 - 4 uti i	 ee	 0
We find that subsequently the u integration can be performed, if Fe
is a loss--cone distribution as described by Eq. (2). The details are
presented in a separate article (Wong It al., 1981).
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After some algebraic manipulations, the aforementioned method
of calculation leads us to the following expressions for Qij(n.l).
W 2 2	 2	 0D	 2
Q (n'1) i 2 a2 evp u
	
	
h) c dT exp iaT +
-	
u(1iT )}
(	
^I
+
	02	 ^3	 ^4	 (13)
X \ 1-iT^ 1-iT 312 +	 +1-iT 5/2 	 1-iT ?/2
W2 2 k1a	
(	
2	 W	
-	 h2	 ( glQxz (a-l)
- 	 i 2 a2 ne exp \ - u	 dT exp ^izT + u 1-iT) /
l 
X \ (1
—iW	 Q
92	 93	 94	 95	 l
	
+ (1-iT)3/2 + (1-iT) 5/2 + (1-iT)^/2 + (1-iT)9/2 /	
(14)
CL 2 2^k2a2 	 	
m	
2	 f
Q° (n-l) • i e	 exp (- h	 ( dT exp iiT +	 h 
/ \i 
1
zz	 W2 a2 a2	 u	 u(1-iT) ( 1-iT)^S
e
f 2	 f 	 f4	 f5	 f6	
(15)
+ 1-iT 3/2 + 11-i	 + 1-iT 7/2 + 1-iT 9/2 + 1-iT 11/2)
where 0
1
(j - 1,2,...4), gala -), 2,...5) and f 6 ($ = 1,2,...6) are
described in the Appendix). Moreover, we note that Qyy - iQxy - iQya
• QXX and Q. • QZx	 iQzy - iQyz
In obtaining these expressions we have introduced the following
definitions:
^I c2
h = 
wa
2c2	 2
	
Z = 2 (1 - _e) + 2 - h	 (16)
a	 alb u
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A . Numerical Method
EvideL..iy, the dispersion equation is complicated and very difficult
to solve. In the following we use a numerical method for investigating
the solution. Before going further we point out that since
h2	 ^ h2 p	 1
p ( u(1-iT)'	
^0 (u) r	 11-iT p	
(17)
p	 (p+ ) (	 )
Consequently, the tensor Q  (n-l) may be expressed in terms of a functionij
Fq (a) which is defined as
mf q
F (z) _ - i  dT exp(izr)
q 0	 (I-iT) 
with q - 0,1,2,.... . As pointed out by Shkarofsky (1966), the function
Fq (z) may be written in terms of the usual plasma dispersion function Z
Fried and Conte (1961), according to the relation
_ 3 3
-iF (z) -q^ 2(-Z)m t ^1-m) + rr^i (-z) 2 X[iz (iz )l
	
for q :t2q	 ms0	 (q)	 (q)
(19)
and
	 F (Z) - 
1^s 
Z(iz4)	 (20)
z
In deriving the expressions for Qij we have assumed implicitly
that the complex frequency w has a positive imaginary part. Since
the analytic continuation of the Z function to the lower half of w
plane is well known, the validity of the function F
q 
(z) can .)e extended
to the entire complex plane. This consideration enables us to solve
the dispersion equation by numerical method. Qij (n--1) may be approxi-
mated as
(18)
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2-
 (L)+Q
	 1 2W (w,+. Q)	 0
W 
	 w2
Qe (n=-1)	 - i 2w'kLHQ)
	 2w(ary^e)
	
0	 Cu)
0	 0	 0
Furthermore, we need to include Q zz (n=0) _ - WCx.1/ 2 in the dispersion
equation, because this term is of the same order of magnitude as the other
terms.
B. Results of Computation
Extensive amount of computation has been carried out. Numerical
solutions of the dispersion equation are obtained for the four cases men-
tioned in Sec. II. In the following we present the results ir_ Figs. 7-12.
In Fig. 7, the maximum growth rate, wi, max, is plotted versus
altitude. It is shown that in case C, the maximum growth rate is highest
at altitude greater than 5000 km. This is the case in which all low-energy
electrons are assumed to be removed by the parallel electric field. On the
other hand, the growth rate for case D is lowest. It is seen that Wi, max
decreases rapidly above 5,000 km. At 8,000 km, it is aimost two orders
of magnitude smaller than that in case C. In Fig. 8, the spatial amplification
distance, Ci..max/vg (where vg is the corresponding group velocity), is
plotted versus altitude. The distance is normalized. In case B, the spatial
e-folding amplification distance is the largest in comparision with that for
rase D, where amplification is least effective. On the other hand, the ampli-
fication is most effectiv . when case C is considered, as shown in Fig. 9.
This result is attributed to two basic factors: one is the high temporal
growth rate and the other is the small group velocity corresponding to the
10 i, max
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Fig. 7,	 Normalized Growth Rate Versus Altitude for Density Models A,
B, C and D, With and Without Parallel Electric Field. (See
Tables 1 and 2).
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but Depicting Case C With a Parallel Electric
Field.
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We now e;:.,mine the details of the solutions for cases A, B, C, and D.
at 6, 000 km where De is about two hundred kHz. It is found that in
case A and case B, the maximum growth rates for various 0 are some-
what similar, if • < 60°. For 0>60 0  the growth rate diminishes. We
only present the result concerning case A. Both the growth rate wi and
the real frequency w  are plotted in Fig. 10. The upper panel shows W,
as a function of k. Four values of • are considered. For each value of •
the growth rate wi occurs over a certain range of k. The peak value of
wi shifts to higher values of the wave-number as • increses. In the lower
panel, the real frequency wr is plotted versus k.
Case C is presented in Fig. 11. The upper panel displays the growth
rate and the lower panel shows the real frequency. The abscissa in kc/ a .e
An interesting feature in that in this case the cutoff frequency becomes lower
than the cyclotron frequency. Thus, even if k 11 = 0, wave-electron re-
sonance is still possible. In fact, in this case, the growth rate is higher
for A = 90°. Except in the region kcc:cg a , the growth rate decreases rapidly
as • decreases from 400 .
Lastly, we present case D in Fig. 12. In this case we find that the
growth rate is significant only for 0 5 • 5 45°. For • > 45 0 , the growth
rats decreases rapidly. The growth rate i is computed for three values
of • , namely • = 0 0, • = 30°, and • = 45°. The result is about one order
of magnitude smaller than that for case C. Furthermore, the bandwidth of
the unstable modes for each givon 0 is fairly narrow.
C. Discussion
If we consider a loss -cone Cec as indicated in Fig. 13 in which the
boundary of the distribution function is shown to intersect with the
resonar, a circle, the necessary condition for this to occur in that
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Velocity.,
C 
^n 
N cos sin a^SZe	 lac	
V
a c =loss -cone  angle
Fip. 13. Schematic Figure nepicting the Physics of the Amplification
Process. The resonance surface is shown in typical dimension
with respect to the upcoming atmospheric Ras cone. Under
normal circumstances the loss cone region will have negative
anisotropy and contribute to wave growth.
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2C W N cosA sin ac < R a c W N2 Cos 2 A - 2
s	 SI	 s
e
This condition may be rewritten as
k2c2	
(7re
2 > 2-12
e 	 coe A coa ac
If we fix ac and (w /Q - 1) , it is seen that as A increases
from 0° , the threshold value of kc/Qa for instability also tends
to increase. This explains why the threshold unstable wavenumber tends
to shift t:, higher values when A changes from 0° to larger values,
as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12. For case C, the wave frequency 
`°r 
may
be lower than Ste . We see from Eq. (22) that in this case the in-
stability can occur, even if k - 0 . This observatioa agrees with
the numerical result shown in Fig. 11.
It is true in general, that growth rate diminishes when k becomes
sufficiently large. This is expected because the larger the k , the
higher the w  - Ste and, therefore, the fewer the resonant electrons.
The frequency bands of the unstable modes are fairly narrow for all
cases studied in this paper, mainly because the characteristic electron
energies at various altitudes which have been considered in the analysis
are low. If we have assumed high energies, the growth rates would be
even higher and the band widths of the unstable modes would be broader
too.
The effects of a parallel electric field on the amplification of
ARR are clearly significant and important. The parallel electric field
k
	
	
not only modifies the distribution function but also reduces the density
of the low-energy electrons. Both effects tend to increase the growth
k
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(22)
rate at a given altitude. However, from our numerical studies, we find
that the latter effect (density depletion) prevails over the former. However,
some time when electron density is fixed, the two distribituon functions
(i. e. , one with P = 0 and the other with S * 0) can given rise to signi-
ficantly different growth rate. Yor instance, we have studied density model
D3 and calculated the growth ruteA for the two cases. The difference be-
tween the dispersion relations is rather significant. As a result, the growth
rates have quite different k depen,lence.
The present investigator , 31so finds that the real loss - cone distri-
bution function is more un- , -ble (L e. , results in higher growth rates) th.,.n
the affective loss - sore dibtri .,iition function used by Lee et al. , (1980). A
comparative study is discussed by Wong et al._j_ (1981) in which we examine
the two cases in detail. The effective loss-cone distribution described by
Eq. (1) peaks in vl space about vi — a for whatever value of v 
whereas the real loss-cone distribution described by Eq. (2) peaks in vj
space at v11 tan etc . Thus the populations of resonant electrons for the
two cases may be significantly different, if we fix the frequency t'^, and the
wavevertor X . Consequently, the growth rates obtained are not alike.
The major conclusions derived from the present study may be sum-
marized as follows:
1. ) The real loss - cone distribution function does give growth rates
higher than that based on the effective loss - cone distribution.
2.) Within the context of the physical model and parameter regime
which have been chosen for the numerical computation, we find that when
n  > n  the growth rates are fairly uniform for waves propagating within a
certain cone, say 0 S 0 :S 00 , where g is the angle between the
38
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ambient magnetic field, B , and the wavevector, k . For case A or
case B , e ° is about 60 0 and for case D (Ell = 0) e  is about 45 0 .
On the other hand, if nb = 0, the growth rate is highest whenp^90 0. The
growth rate diminishes rapidly as 9 decreases.
3. ) The spatial e- folding amplification distance is found typically
of several tens of kilometers at 4 x 10 3 km altitude and increases to a few
hundred kilometers at 8 x 10 3 km altitude for case A and B. For case
D (no parallel electric field) the amplification distance increases rapidly
with increasing altitude.
4. ) if all low - energy electrons are assumed to be removed, the
amplification can be very effective when a parallel electric field is present.
We find in case C, the e - folding amplification distance at 7 x 10 3
 I'm
altitude is less than a kilometer. This happens mainly because the local
group velocity is very small.
5.) We have examined case C, but considered the distribution
function with 0 = 0. In this case we find that the cutoff frequency increases
to a value very close to the cyclotron frequency and the growth rate de-
creases significantly from that we have obtained for case C. This implies
that the effect of the parallel field on the unperturbed distribution is very
important when the density of the low - energy background electrons is very
low.
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The Functions of 0j , ga, and f 
Aftar soma straightforward algebra, one can show that
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